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Find an Amazing Selection of NEW cover styles in black and white and color options at

www.fusello.com This book is made in the fashion of Dad's old threaded-seam notebooks, the

UNRULED COMPOSITION NOTEBOOK from LayFlat Sketchbooks features 120 unruled page

sides in the standard 8x10 inch format of the most popular composition notebooks used today. The

seam of this notebook is firmly glued and perfect bound (no threads - no falling apart over time), but

the cover is printed with the imagery of the old style composition books for die-hards of the trend.

Each of the note-pages features a single line with slash-marks for dating your work in the bottom

margin of each blank page. As requested by college students the world over, this book meets the

demands of todays modern notetakers!
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I wanted to find an unruled notebook I could use for more free-form journaling, sketching, and note

taking and this is perfect. I bought three. I've always liked composition books for their size,

simplicity, and durability, and since I couldn't find an "official" unruled comp book this is a very good

second choice. Another reviewer complained that any and all ink/pens bleed through the paper, but

I've only used pens (of varying color and ink type) in mine and I've had no issues with bleeding. The

cover is not the stiff cardboard like regular comp books; it is more like a flexible card stock, but so

far it's proven durable.The only minor complaint I have is that the books do not lie flat when open

like a comp book does (after breaking in the spine), so sometimes when writing in it from a particular

angle it's not as comfortable. Otherwise I am enjoying the books and will probably buy more once I

fill them.



The paper is on the thin side, but it also means more pages in a tight space. The line at the bottom

of each page for the date was a detractor at first, but is now a good thing. Originally bought as a

portable art journal, we can write the date at the bottom of each to recollect it later.

We were in need of a science journal to glue pressed leaves, flowers, etc. into.We are using it with

crayons mostly, and for that it is great!It is also a great tool to teach children to write without relying

on the lined paper that elementary teacherslike to use, which children end up over relying on, and

never quite given the opportunity to develop their own handwriting skills.Will be using it for that

purpose as well. Its amazing how difficult finding these unlined journals at stores like big box stores

is, so for that we are grateful to .

Received per Expectations.

Some times you want lines, but sometimes you want freedom on the page... I know that sounds

totally hippy :). I like to keep all of my notes together and I do a lot of diagrams with work and I like

being able to draw them out on the blank page and write my notes next to them. This is a good deal

and helps me keep all of my work in the composition notebook.

If you're like me and don't like writing on lined paper, this is the best notebook for any class

For the beginning to the end, this product is mediocre.The cover is thin and flexible, nothing like the

stiff cardboard covers on most other composition books. The cover made it hard to lay flat, and

note-taking became especially difficult while filling up the last dozen pages. It also doesn't stand to

wear very well and I found after a month of use and being carried around in my bag, a top layer of

protective plastic began peeling away.The paper inside is paper, but it's paper not for pens. The

texture is especially nice for colored pencil, but any kind of ink tends to bleed through to the other

side. I even had bleeding with my microns. If I can't use both sides of the paper, I'd be better off

getting a notebook with better paper, even if it does bleed.On the other hand, I take more notes to

fill up my notebooks faster when I don't like like them.

It's ok in terms of quality, but it's 5 times more expensive than a usual ruled composition book, and I

find that ridiculous. So, giving 1 star should decrease its rating and hopefully cause the price to go



down. Please support my effort and do the same - together we can do it.
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